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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEAeY86Ejic
Thoran is the pilot who rescued me when I was nine years old, when I was at the time abducted
by grey aliens. We kept since regular contacts, as he never stopped watching over my life.

Hello my name is Thor Han Eredyon and I am from Planet Erra. I decide to speak to you in
order to bring a bit of understanding if needed . I warn you, I speak very simply with no emphasis.
I am not a diplomat, I am not a high elder, I am just a pilot working at serving people and saving
people from abductions I try keeping predators at bay with my team, and cleaning your mess
sometimes. I call your planet Terra. I love it very much, it is a very beautiful planet. I may be
speaking a bit bitter because I see what you are doing to it. I was born in your measure of space
time 440 light-years from there. My planet orbits around a Sun system located in the constellation
you named Pleiades.
It is not a constellation as you may know; it is a star cluster. It is a star dust cloud in which
stars are forming. The stars are very young. We found two systems in it with very very young
planets and we modified four of these planets. These planets were too young to receive life. The
conditions were not fit for colonies. We fled our worlds that you can identify into the Lyra system
because our worlds were attacked by a race of reptilians from a place in the sky your name
Draconis. They have another name, equal the notion of evil. They destroyed everything, they took
our worlds, we had to fled. survivors of this horrible event. We took back our worlds later, way
later, but our colonies in Pleiades, Hyades and Vega were already settled. So I am a descendant of
the Lyran colony. I am Lyran blood. Our planet is very beautiful, it evolves around a double star
system, it is blue, bigger, one and a half times bigger than your planet Terra. It is very warm. The
biodiversity is quite beautiful. We control birth rates then we can live in harmony with our
environment.
I came here in a mission to help the Terran people as it is part of the Galactic Federation's
program. I wanted to do my part of service for the greater good. Well, my job is consisting in saving
people, mainly children. We cannot rescue everybody. It can be rewarded sometimes, but not all the
time. We know what's happening, it is not very nice to hear, for you, but just know that you are not
alone. You are not alone... We are doing our best. My main message is that you take care of your
world, we do the rest. We take care of the sky. I love your planet very much, I love your people very
much, and I wish you understand the preciousness of what you have.
They are 25,000 worlds in this galaxy with a civilization at the same height than yours, and
beyond. You are those who have the chance to have rolled on a planet as beautiful as yours. Terra is
very resilient, Terra is very resistant, but not your species. Take care, our brothers and sisters from
Terra. I will end this message now and wish you awareness, comprehension, and kindness.

